Distribution of somatic sensory and active-movement neuronal discharge properties in the MI-SI cortical border area in the rat.
The rat somatosensory (SI) cortex contains a precise map of the cutaneous periphery, yet its rostromedial edge, which includes part of the fore- and hind paw representation, has been reported to functionally overlap with the electrically excitable primary motor (MI) cortex. Thus, the MI cortex in the rat contains two subregions: (i) rostrally, the "MI-agranular" cortex (i.e., "typical" MI cortex), and (ii) caudally, the "MI-SI-granular" cortex (i.e., the MI-SI overlap). The aim of this study was to assess the degree of overlap in the physiologic properties of single neurons recorded across the MI-SI boundary zone in awake, freely moving rats. Computer techniques were used to characterize both somatosensory receptive fields (cutaneous or "passive joint-manipulation") and discharge correlates of active limb movement in these MI-agranular and MI-SI-granular subregions of the MI. "Active-movement" units were defined as those which discharged strongly in correlation with specific limb movements, but in a manner which could not be predicted by their observable somatosensory properties. Of 92 completely analyzed cells in the MI-SI-granular forepaw region, 86 exhibited specific cutaneous receptive fields on the palmar surface of the forepaw. By contrast with the similarity of these neurons' responses to passive stimulation, they varied markedly in their discharge during active limb movements. For example, many did not respond when their forepaw receptive fields touched the ground during stepping. Furthermore, 31 (of 92) neurons in this region were identified as active-movement, firing in correlation with reaching movements of the forelimb. Seven of these were completely unresponsive to any sensory stimuli, but 24 exhibited an apparent convergence of cutaneous and active-movement properties. Of 86 units recorded in the MI-agranular subregion, 46 responded strongly to passive joint manipulation, but only three responded exclusively to cutaneous stimulation. Twenty-eight (of 86) cells were defined as active-movement, discharging mainly in correlation with forelimb reaching movements. Thus, the active-movement properties of neurons in these two subregions were quite similar, whereas the somatosensory properties were markedly different.